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Give a name to your  project (optional)

Load an input file (ex : InputFile.txt)
And/Or  (Inputs can be combined)
Provide a list of protein names separated by commas *

Make your project  accessible to others (or not)

Launch SLiMAN  !

SLiMAN - Inputs

 * Note : only uniprot ACC and ID are accepted

http://sliman.cbs.cnrs.fr/doc/InputFile.txt


SLiMAN - Running query

Time estimation for completion

Link to results

The project name : Name allowing results accessibility

Project accessibility : ‘Open access’ or ‘Hidden’ *
        

Absolute results URL : Share this URL with collaborators 
to work on the same project

SLiMIP Version

Accepted entries summary : Displayed validated 
protein entries used for the project

* Note : In open access mode, SLiMAN results will be displayed in the ‘Webserver results’ section



SLiMIP - Result table
ELM ANALYSIS: ELM motifs are displayed as rows PFam columns: Pfam domains displayed as 



Set default parameters Update Parameters : Once parameters have been changed, 
update the page.



SLiMID - Segmentation

ELM match summary

Full ELM protein sequence

Highlighted matched 
ELM motif

Original segmentation            
                            by ELM

Motif segmentation: User can modify the motif boundaries.
Note : Click the ‘Update alignment’ button after boundaries modification to update 

corresponding alignments.

Pfam protein match summary

Original segmentation                 
                         by PFam Highlighted current 

domain segmentation

Full PFam protein 
sequence

Domain segmentation: User can modify the domain boundaries.
Note : Click the ‘Update alignment’ button after boundaries modification to update 

corresponding alignments.

Update alignment button: Apply current segmentation to sequence-structure alignments.



SLiMID - Alignments

Domain alignment: query (top) vs template (bottom).



SLiMIM - Models

Currently displayed model : A 
‘green eye’ is displayed on the 
row of the currently visualized 
structure.

Original PDB structure : Visualize, download or access the original structure

SLiMID template : Visualize or download the extracted SLiMID template

Modeling software

Alignment software

Model validations: Check the 
appopriate button to discard 
or validate models.
        Note : Can be left 
unselected

Selection update: 
After model selection, 
click the button to 
save and forward the 
data to SLiMIP.

Validated: List of validated models.
Note : Validated models are 

forwarded to SliMIP results and is 
also a filter-parameter.

Discarded: List of  discarded 
models.

Note : After saving, 
discarded models will be 
deleted from the project.

Discarded
Unselected

Validated

Link to download all models as zip archive



Load input file (ex : InputFile.txt)

And/Or  → One or both input are accepted
Write proteins list separated by commas *

Interaction count lower-boundary threshold

Launch SLiMAN-BioGRID extention  !

SLiMAN BioGRID extention input

 * Note : only uniprot ACC and ID are accepted

http://sliman.cbs.cnrs.fr/doc/InputFile.txt


‘Quick Launch’ button: Send the displayed proteins into a new SLiMAN query.

BioGRID extention results

Threshold manager : modify threshold to filter out less 
frequent interactors.

Uniprot ID : NAME_SPECIE (e.g. FRAT2_HUMAN)

Uniprot ACC : 6 letters Uniprot accession code (e.g. O75474)

Query entry: The query is displayed in first place

Interactants entries: List of interactors in BioGRID database
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